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GOOD NEWS

FOR QUILTERS AND QUILTING PROFESSIONALS
October 19, 2010
Method of Preparing Fabric for Sewing, or for Cutting and Sewing
US Patent 7,814,832 was issued today for the Inklingo method of printing
shapes on fabric.
The business model for Inklingo has been designed to benefit all sectors
of the quilting industry, not just the inventor. Inklingo offers new
opportunities for quilters, designers, teachers, shop owners, online retailers,
editors, historians, authors, publishers, programmers, and manufacturers of
fabric, sewing machines, supplies, and tools.
The benefits of Inklingo will be significant and widespread. Inklingo is
ideally suited to do well in a tough economy. With retail prices ranging
from $12 to $50, Inklingo does more and costs less than comparable tools.
Inklingo is the quilting tool we’ve always wanted for machine piecing,
appliqué, and hand piecing.
The patent will make it easier for Inklingo to expand quickly and to attract
partners and affiliates.
There is more information on the following pages, but if you have
questions, please contact me.

Linda

linda@lindafranz.com 		
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905-332-0439 (Eastern Time Zone)
Linda Franz 19 October 2010

WHAT IS

inklingo
TM

?

Inklingo is the quilting tool we’ve always wanted.
Inklingo is a method of preparing fabric for hand piecing, machine piecing,
and appliqué by printing ultra-fine cutting and stitching lines on fabric
with any ordinary Inkjet printer. It eliminates measuring, templates, special
markers, and paper guides, and makes quilting more accessible to people of
all ages. Inklingo is a quality product at a reasonable price.

ABOUT PATENTS
A patent is essentially a contract between the inventor and the public. The
public benefits from new ideas and the inventor receives exclusivity for a
period of time. In the case of Inklingo, that exclusivity applies to creating
the shape collections.
Patents are sometimes confused with copyright or trademarks. Why do we
have a patent process in the first place? It is intended to reward creativity
and innovation for the benefit of all. Protecting the inventor is in the public
interest because it encourages innovation and progress for a healthy, vibrant
economy.
Anyone can teach how to use Inklingo, design quilts with Inklingo shapes,
or create patterns for use with Inklingo shapes. Permission is not required,
just the way permission is not required for using acrylic rulers. For example,
a quilt pattern can use a particular Inklingo Shape Collection instead of (or
in addition to) an acrylic template or other tool. The designer benefits from
selling the Inklingo Shape Collection as an Affiliate, without the need to
process orders or mail products.

Anyone can teach how to use inklingo,
design quilts with inklingo shapes, or
create patterns for use with inklingo shapes.

Inklingo is the most significant new opportunity for quilters and quilting
professionals since the introduction of the rotary cutter in the early 1980s.
This tool is used for piecing and appliqué, by hand and by machine.
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DEVELOPMENT OF INKLINGO
After the fact, the idea for Inklingo may seem simple and obvious. In
reality, there were many steps to producing accurate layouts, useful ink
colors, and a suitable format for delivery.

ironic

“contrary to expectation”

The story of Inklingo would not have been possible if I had not been a
hand piecer. As a quilting teacher and author (biographical note), I was
part of a small segment of the quilting industry which promoted traditional
methods.
It may seem ironic to some that a digital solution was motivated by the
most low-tech sewing method.
To others, it may seem ironic that a hi-tech method actually returns us to
our traditional roots, before paper piecing, acrylic templates/rulers, and
other innovations. Thanks to Inklingo, the quilter has lines on the fabric to
guide the cutting and sewing, just like our quilting ancestors, and can cut
with scissors or a rotary cutter.

return to our traditional roots

When I was traveling to teach for my Quilted Diamonds books, I met many
quilters who were attracted to hand piecing because they wanted a portable
project. However, they were frustrated because of the time involved in
preparing the pieces, or they did it badly because they were in a hurry—big
heavy lines marked on the wrong side of the fabric.
I wanted a better way, so more quilters could enjoy hand piecing, and that
prompted me to develop Inklingo.
First, instead of marking lines with a mechanical pencil, I tried rubber
stamps, but I was not happy with the results—messy, thick lines, too few
colors of ink—and the cost of individual stamps was prohibitive except for
a few blocks with only one or two shapes.
However, I was also aware that quilters were printing photos
on fabric for quilts or labels, and that it was an imperfect
process. Only certain fabrics were suitable without using
chemicals. Even with heat or chemical treatment, ordinary
Inkjet ink tended to fade or become less vibrant when
washed.

What are the properties of Inkjet ink?
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That was one “aha moment.” I wanted the ink to wash out.
I started testing to see if Inkjet ink would always wash out.
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The earliest tests with Inkjet printers were not successful. The ink washed
out sometimes, but not reliably, and sometimes the ink bled through to
show on the front.
I kept going. I was tantalized by the thought of using my printer, especially
when I realized that if I could make it work, it would have even more
benefits for appliqué and for machine piecing than for hand piecing. It also
had wider potential beyond quilting.

The test procedure assures the
quilter of great results no matter
which Inkjet printer is used.

It became clear that to be successful, and to make quilting accessible to the
young, old, disabled, and beginners, the method should:
• be compatible with the Inkjet printer the quilter has already
• use colors of ink which would show on most fabrics, including light,
dark, and patterns, but wash out or not bleed to the front
• allow for the fact that Inkjet ink formulas are changed frequently
• include copy protection for the files, but be user friendly
• provide great value at a reasonable price
Persistence paid off. Inklingo satisfies these requirements,
and ingenious layouts have even more advantages:
• no math, no measuring
• straight grain on every shape
• precision corners
• matching marks
• crosshairs at the seam endings
• combo layouts for convenience
• very efficient use of fabric
With the right combinations of CMYK ink and ultra-fine lines, plus the
development of a test procedure, the ink can be expected to wash out, or at
least not bleed to show on the front. It is possible to use 20 different colors
with different line weights to show on almost any color of fabric. The test
procedure assures the quilter of great results no matter which Inkjet printer
she uses.

machine piecing re-invented!

It is my opinion that Inklingo was never going to be invented by a machine
piecer. Since the introduction of the rotary cutter, quilters have been
taught to sew by machine without the benefit of lines on the fabric. Many
techniques and tools have been designed to compensate for the lack of
guidelines. However, the popularity of paper piecing makes it clear that
quilters have always preferred to have a line. Quilters are willing to sew
though paper instead of fabric, persist with the waste and confusion, and
pick paper off afterwards, all because they love cutting and sewing along a
line. Inklingo gives us the lines—without the paper.
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SIMPLE DELIVERY METHOD
Inklingo Shape Collections are large PDF files which open with Adobe
Reader. Normally, the quilter does not have to install any software because
Adobe Reader is included on new computers or available free.
The first shape collections were published in 2006 as PDFs on copy
protected CDs. Since September 2008, shape collections have been
provided as downloadable PDFs, which are compatible with PC and Mac.

“Sometimes a product appears on the market that is truly
groundbreaking. I think this is the case with inklingo.”
ACCEPTANCE

Seeing is believing! Everyone is encouraged to start by ordering and
downloading two free Inklingo shape collections—one for piecing and
one for appliqué.
Inklingo shapes are simple to print and—despite the novelty of this
approach—most quilters immediately understand the value of having the
cutting and sewing lines printed on the fabric. The sewing process becomes
more intuitive with guidelines on the fabric.
Inklingo has been downloaded by quilters in at least 55 countries so far,
and there are Dutch, German, and Spanish pages on the web site. French,
Italian, and Danish are next.
The method of delivery in PDF downloads is user friendly and allows new
products to be introduced quickly.
No permission or license is required to teach or sell patterns which use
Inklingo, so quilters and designers have requested many new shape
collections. Designers and authors can appeal to a wider audience when
their quilts use inklingoable shapes, and they can market patterns for quilts
which have been reserved for expert quilters in the past.
Designers: Let me know what Inklingo shapes you want next!
Forward-looking magazine editors embraced Inklingo from the beginning.
The first line of a review in a UK magazine was “Sometimes a product
appears on the market that is truly groundbreaking. I think this is the case
with Inklingo.”
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ADVERTISING PHILOSOPHY
Everyone who is in the target audience for this digital product is online.
Inklingo has been able to take advantage of online opportunities, including
video, instead of a traditional advertising strategy.
So far, Inklingo has been successful with very little advertising compared to
other quilting tools and equipment. This approach has made it possible to
keep prices lower than they would be otherwise.
Offering FREE shape collections has been effective in spreading the word

and allowing quilters to become familiar with the simple download process.

inklingo AFFILIATES
TM

From the beginning, quilters who use Inklingo have been the best sales
people for it, so now there is an Affiliate Program designed to reward the
quilters, designers, and shops who spread the word about Inklingo.
Not only will this approach continue to keep prices low, but it rewards
those who are already promoting Inklingo out of the goodness of their
hearts, just because they love this tool.
Inklingo sells itself. The Affiliate Program is free, and you can add a
significant revenue stream with virtually no expense or risk.
Since Inklingo is so new, it has relatively low market penetration, so you
have an opportunity to be the first to introduce Inklingo to many quilters.
You benefit when quilters buy downloads or traditional books-on-paper
from inklingo.com.
If you would like to be an Inklingo Affiliate, please write to me at
linda@lindafranz.com for an invitation.

inklingo

Print pages of accurate shapes on fabric.
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inklingo
TM

IS INCLUSIVE

All quilters can realize their full potential with Inklingo. One of the
things that gives me the most satisfaction is that Inklingo removes barriers
for beginners and the disabled, and allows quilters to continue quilting
longer—and we all know that quilting will help keep us young.
With the cutting line printed on the fabric itself, it is possible to use scissors,
if necessary. That also lowers the “price of admission” for a beginner class,
allowing a new quilter to postpone the purchase of a rotary cutter and mat.
Cutting with scissors is also safer for young children.
When every patch is exactly the right size with correct straight grain and
precision corners, everyone gets better results on their first attempt. That is
more fun and it provides encouragement to continue quilting.
The lines on the fabric are reassuring to beginners and give them
confidence. Since all Inklingo shapes are named with the finished size,
there is no math. Hooray! You can have math phobia and be a great quilter.
No one will ask you to add 7/8 to anything. Enjoy your design and color
choices, not numbers.
Inklingo is often more economical than alternatives such as specialty
rulers, acrylic templates, cutting machines, and other tools.
Experienced quilters also benefit from Inklingo. It opens up a whole
new universe of quilt designs which would have been too tedious
or difficult with other methods. Beginners are not limited to simple
designs either. Complex designs with unusual angles and tricky
measurements are within the reach of new quilters.
Inklingo is compatible with pre-Inklingo patterns in books and magazines.
Quilters can reconsider complicated projects or complete more projects in
less time. Everyone can prepare shapes more quickly and finish quilts faster.

The Inklingo rotary cutting method is safer
than cutting without a line printed on the fabric.

safety

All quilters can sew by hand and by machine for the best combination
of speed and portability in an Inklingo hybrid.
Quilters can use scraps and jelly rolls, and fussy cut for special effects.
Inklingo uses fabric very efficiently.

Jelly Rolls!

There are Inklingoists in their 70s and 80s who say they would not be quilting without Inklingo.
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No wonder quilters say Inklingo is the quilting tool we’ve always wanted.
Compared to other methods, Inklingo
• is more accessible to beginners, children and the handicapped
• saves time
• improves accuracy
Click for
• makes it simpler to prepare a very wide variety of shapes
• expands the universe of desirable patterns
• is more economical
• is more convenient
BY quilters
• is potentially safer
FOR
quilters
• is more enjoyable
• gives better results

S
W
E
REVI

See the reviews BY quilters FOR quilters on the web site.
Order and download the free shape collections to see what Inklingo PDFs
look like, and let me know what shapes you would like to be inklingoable.

inklingo

FOR TEACHERS
Inklingo has many advantages for quilters who teach in quilt
shops, for guilds, or online.
By definition, Inklingo quilters have a computer and are online,
so Inklingo is ideal for online classes. You do not need my
permission to teach Inklingo, but if you contact me, I am happy
to help you design your course outline. There are handouts on
the web site too.

In quilt shops, teachers can offer fresh, new classes, and make beginner
classes more attractive to younger students and children.
Teaching an Inklingo class is just like teaching any other class. However,
you should have one computer at the first class, so you can demonstrate
printing with Inklingo. Your students can do their printing as homework.
For a teacher, it is just like recommending any other quilting tool.
For example, if you are teaching a Double Wedding Ring class, the
requirements can include the Inklingo shape collection in the same way
you have required traditional templates in the past. Give every student your
Affiliate Code, and if they are new customers, you will receive credit for
everything they purchase from Inklingo for an extended period of time.

Print pages of accurate shapes on fabric.

Inklingo opens the door to many complex patterns and techniques like
inset seams and curves, or shapes with odd angles or tricky measurements,
which are more difficult with traditional methods.
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FOR PATTERN DESIGNERS & AUTHORS
Inklingo is ideal to energize designers and authors who may have felt
limited to “fast & easy” shapes. With Inklingo, designers can publish
patterns which would be more difficult with other methods.

See the Inklingo Index of Shapes.
It is updated frequently.

Designers can unleash their creativity by designing and selling patterns
which have been less marketable with traditional tools. The difficulty of
measuring and cutting unusual angles or small increments (eighths or
sixteenths of an inch) can inhibit designers and limit creativity and artistic
choice.

Are you looking for something new?
Quilts like Double Wedding Ring, Orange Peel, Feathered Star, Lone Star,
and many others are within the capabilities of a wider audience, including
quilters who need or want to use scissors.
The information in the Catalogue of Shapes in each Inklingo Shape
Collection makes it easier than ever for a designer to calculate yardage
requirements too.

inklingoable
This pattern is

Pre-Inklingo patterns can be updated with a simple sticker with the
Inklingo logo on the package and a note to indicate the related Inklingo
Shape Collection. If you decide to add notes to an existing pattern (e.g.
suggested custom page sizes, or simplified sewing notes), they can be on
your blog or web site with your Affiliate Link, because any quilter who is
using Inklingo is online and familiar with downloading.
Better results encourage quilters to finish each project and start another!
For a designer who is an Inklingo Affiliate, selling Inklingo instead of other
tools has many of the same advantages as for shops (next page).

FOR HISTORY LOVERS
Many of us are inspired by unusual quilt blocks of the past which are not
suited to strip piecing and quick cutting, but Inklingo encourages a revival.
Barbara Brackman recently blogged about an old design that is so unusual
there are no names documented for it, and it is inklingoable now as
Clamshell Pickle. Alabama Beauty (a variation of Orange Peel, right) is a
gorgeous block, and easier now than ever.
Unusual blocks are perfect for quilters who are looking for something new!
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FOR SHOP OWNERS
There are huge advantages for shop owners who are ready for virtual inventory
instead of physical inventory.
Inklingo
• lowers the barrier to new quilters
• attracts younger quilters and inspires experienced quilters
• sells more fabric because Inklingoists finish their quilts faster
• makes it faster and simpler to prepare samples
• is perfect for mini demos and classes
• inspires new classes
• introduces exciting new shapes and products frequently
• is compatible with existing inventory of fabric, books, & patterns
With the Affiliate Program, brick & mortar and online shops benefit from
• no inventory costs • no handling costs • no credit card processing fees
In addition to the Affiliate Program, traditional Inklingo books-on-paper are
available wholesale from Inklingo or your usual distributor.
“Virtual inventory” and the Inklingo Affiliate Program will help you sell fabric
and patterns, and quilting becomes intuitive again. Inklingo’s combination of big
value and small prices encourages impulse decisions.
Quilters who are happy with their results finish their quilts faster—and come back
for more.

FOR MAGAZINE EDITORS, AUTHORS & PUBLISHERS
With advance notice, Inklingo shapes can be ready to complement patterns in
upcoming publications.

Re-evaluate ideas you thought were too
difficult to appeal to a wide audience.
Let me know what you need. You can still include templates and traditional
instructions in the magazine or book if you wish, but as an Affiliate, you
also earn revenue on sales of Inklingo Shape Collections.
There is no cost to you. We both get paid when quilters buy the shapes.
As an Inklingo Affiliate, you are credited for everything every new customer
purchases from Inklingo for an extended period of time.
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FOR MANUFACTURERS
A new tool that makes it easier to start quilting, and faster to finish
better quilts, is good for manufacturers of fabric, thread, batting, sewing
machines, and other tools. Affiliation is welcomed.

NEW PRODUCTS
Inklingo is responsive to requests for new shapes. New shape collections
will continue to be added every few weeks.

lindafranz.com inklingo

ink
lin
go

Quilted Diamonds

VISIT INKLINGO.COM FOR MORE INFO

for Inkjet

for Linda
for fast

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quick Start Guide
Inklingo Quiz (Go ahead. It’s fun.)
Index of Shapes
List of Shape Collections
All About Inklingo Blog
Inklingo Yahoo Group
FREE COLLECTION Diamond / Triangle / Square (Piecing)
FREE COLLECTION Circle of Hearts (Appliqué)

THE FUTURE OF INKLINGO
Inklingo is the result of the efforts of a hardworking quilter with a dream.
If you had invented Inklingo, how would you proceed? Please submit your
requests and ideas to help shape the future of Inklingo.

Linda

linda@lindafranz.com

905-332-0439 (Eastern Time Zone)

SHARE THE NEWS
Please pass this information along to quilters and quilting professionals.
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